Front Loader
The LA525 Front Loader has a specially designed curved boom that
can handle the big tasks that the L2501 is made for, providing lifting
capacity of 1131 lbs. (at pivot pin) and maximum lift height of 94.3",
as well as exceptional durability.

Curved Boom
The curved boom provides enhanced visibility and modern styling.

Protected Hoses
The hydraulic hoses are neatly tucked inside the backhoe to protect
from wear and tear.

Loader Joystick
The loader valve and joystick comes standard with either loader
package. The joystick is ergonomically placed within easy reach of
the operator.

2-Lever Quick Coupler
With our 2-Lever Quick Coupler, changing between buckets and other
implements is a snap. This is the option for those who do a lot of
bucket work and frequently change bucket types.
The 2-Lever Quick Coupler is standard on the LA525 loader package.
Optional front attachments for the 2-Lever Quick Coupler: 66" and
72" Buckets, 36" Pallet Forks, Bale Spear

Backhoe
The BH77 backhoe is "Performance Matched" with the L2501 to
deliver more power and greater capacity.

Wide Legroom
Our full-flat deck gives you ample legroom. This makes operation
comfortable and mounting and dismounting the tractor easy.

Quick Attach/Detach
The less time you spend between jobs, the more productive you
become. To this end, the BH77 is equipped with quick attach/detach
mounting system. This makes attaching or detaching the backhoe a
snap. So you can quickly move on to your next job.
Cast Steel
Mainframe provides a strong and durable backhoe. No welds to crack
or break.

Optional Mechanical Thumbs
Thumbs empower backhoes with great versatility to handle objects
such as logs and landscape rocks. The BH77 backhoe comes with preinstalled thumb brackets to accommodate the optional 6-position
mechanical thumb.

Rear Snowblower
2-Stage Rear 3-Point mounted Snowblowers available in two sizes 64" and 74" cutting widths.

Ballast Box
The curved boom provides enhanced visibility and modern styling.
Mounted on the 3-Point hitch filled with sand or gravel to counter
balance the tractor while operating a front implement.
Landpride Performance Matched Implements
Choose from a wide range of Landpride implements that are
performance matched to work with your Kubota L2501 tractor to get
the job done!

